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Abstract This paper proposes a roadmap for how privacy

leakages from outsourced managed security services using

intrusion detection systems can be controlled. The paper

first analyses the risk of leaking private or confidential

information from signature-based intrusion detection sys-

tems. It then discusses how the situation can be improved

by developing adequate privacy enforcement methods and

privacy leakage metrics in order to control and reduce the

leakage of private and confidential information over time.

Such metrics should allow for quantifying how much

information that is leaking, where these information leak-

ages are, as well as showing what these leakages mean.

This includes adding enforcement mechanisms ensuring

that operation on sensitive information is transparent and

auditable. The data controller or external quality assurance

organisations can then verify or certify that the security

operation operates in a privacy friendly manner. The

roadmap furthermore outlines how privacy-enhanced

intrusion detection systems should be implemented by

initially providing privacy-enhanced alarm handling and

then gradually extending support for privacy enhancing

operation to other areas like digital forensics, exchange of

threat information and big data analytics based attack

detection.

Keywords Security � Privacy � Outsourcing � Intrusion

detection and prevention systems � Managed security

services � Ethical awareness

Introduction

Various attack detection techniques, like Intrusion Detec-

tion Systems (IDS), spam filters or anti-virus are being

used to detect, investigate or prevent cyber-crime both in

the private and public sector. It is legal to perform moni-

toring of computer networks and hosts using such poten-

tially privacy invasive technologies in most European

countries, as long as the purpose with the monitoring is to

detect cyber-attacks. There are for example explicit

exceptions for measures related to detecting cyber-attacks

in the EC communications directive (European Commis-

sion 2002). Such monitoring may nevertheless be prob-

lematic from a privacy or confidentiality perspective,

because the effect of such monitoring is largely unknown.

This means that better methods are needed to protect pri-

vate or confidential information, at the same time as better

techniques are required for ensuring transparency on use of

such information.

This paper discusses privacy and confidentiality prob-

lems related to Managed Security Services (MSS) which

are security monitoring services that have been outsourced

to a service provider (Kairab 2005). The main focus in this

paper is on attack detection techniques like Intrusion Pre-

vention Systems (IPS) and Intrusion Detection Systems

(IDS). Based on this ethical discourse, a roadmap is pro-

posed on how to improve handling of private and confi-

dential information for such systems.

The paper is organised as follows: The next section gives

an introduction to what intrusion detection and prevention

systems are. It also discusses the effect of outsourcing

security monitoring, as well as giving a definition of privacy.

Section 3 investigates how privacy can be improved for IDS

from a high-level perspective. Section 4 covers sources of

information leakages in intrusion detection and prevention
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systems. It also discusses the conflict of interest between

privacy and security from an economic perspective, where

both compete for the same funding. Section 5 discusses

privacy valuation and Sect. 6 investigates advantages and

disadvantages with automatic attack prevention (IPS) com-

pared to attack detection (IDS) from an ethical perspective.

Section 7 proposes a roadmap towards improved privacy for

managed security services based on ethical principles,

technical privacy enforcement mechanisms, privacy metrics

and best practices within information security management.

Section 8 concludes the paper and outlines future work.

What is intrusion detection and prevention?

Network based Intrusion Detection System (IDS) is the

Internet equivalent of a burglar alarm which monitors all

packets passing through a router, switch or firewall. The

two main types of IDS are signature-based IDS, which

relies on matching known attack patterns in the data traffic,

and anomaly-based IDS, which interprets statistical

anomalies in the data traffic as possible attack activities.

Intrusion Prevention Systems (IPS) extend IDS with

functionality to automatically block traffic from senders

that triggers an IDS rule or traffic anomaly. Signature-

based IDS is typically performed using deep packet

inspection (DPI), which means that the following data can

be investigated: packet header information, e.g. IP

addresses and ports; payload in each data packet; reas-

sembled streams of data spanning several data packets; and

entire communication sessions between a client machine

and a server.

This means that all communication between a client

application and a server in principle can be intercepted and

investigated in detail by an IDS, as long as the communi-

cation sessions are not encrypted. However encrypted

protocols can also be monitored using application level

intrusion detection systems. One such example is ModSe-

curity which works on Apache, IIS7 and Nginx web

servers (Trustwave 2014). Modern intrusion detection

systems can also monitor encrypted TLS/SSL traffic, given

that the IDS is trusted with the digital certificate of the

connection endpoint (Plashchynski 2014). This means that

it is technically possible for an organisation to monitor any

information that goes through the company’s own services.

It is however not in general possible to monitor encrypted

traffic towards third party organisations, since the intrusion

detection system then would lack the necessary keys to

decrypt the information.

The fact that any information from a provided service in

principle can be monitored, if the owner of a service has a

desire to do so, means that extra care is needed to avoid

leaking private or confidential information if such moni-

toring is being outsourced to third-party organisations. This

is in particular important for information that is inherently

sensitive, for example Personally Identifiable Information

and patient information in hospital information systems,

personal data in traffic control systems or confidential data

in critical infrastructures. Private or confidential informa-

tion must for such systems be protected by encryption from

inception and until the data is safely destructed according

to the Privacy by Design principles (Cavoukian et al.

2010). This means that nobody without authorisation, not

even system administrators, should be able to access this

information.

The market leaders/challengers for IDS/IPS devices:

Cisco, HP, IBM, Juniper, McAfee and Sourcefire (Gartner

2010), all rely on using DPI, based on a combination of

signature-based and anomaly-based detection techniques.

This avoids any security blind-spots that may occur using

either technology (Cisco 2013; Roesch and Green 2009;

Bicknell and Jean 2011; X-Force 2011; McAfee 2007).

IDS focuses on identifying possible incidents, and supports

incident response efforts to identify successful compromise

of a system due to an adversary exploiting a system vul-

nerability (Scarfone and Mell 2007). Typical use of IPS

technology involves acting as a shield protecting vulnera-

ble machines from known attacks (Gartner 2010). This is

in particular important for Critical Infrastructures, which

may have long patch latencies due to strict safety

requirements on testing of patches before deployment.

Other uses of IDS include identifying security policy

problems, documenting the existing threat to an organisa-

tion and deterring individuals from violating security pol-

icies (Scarfone and Mell 2007).

The privacy concern related to IDS or IPS comes both

from policy-based IDS/IPS rules and from false alarms or

anomaly patterns in attack detecting rules which may leak

Personally Identifiable Information (PII) or other confi-

dential information. These privacy leakages may also occur

due to activities caused by malicious actors, for example

computers compromised with malicious software that

reveals sensitive information about compromised users.

The latter may cause privacy leakages both towards the

malicious actors, which should be detected and deterred by

IDS/IPS, as well as to MSS providers monitoring the IDS

alarms.

The Open Source intrusion detection system Snort is a

technology where the amount of rules performing deep

packet inspection can be quantified. Snort is one of the

market leaders within intrusion detection and prevention

systems (Gartner 2010). Investigating the commercial

VRT rule set for Snort shows that 99.7 % of the IDS rules

that by default are enabled (4,503 out of 4,517 rules at time

of writing) contain the ‘‘content:’’ directive, meaning that
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DPI is being heavily used for investigating the content of

packets for Snort (Sourcefire Vulnerability Research Team

VRT 2014). Signature-based IDS will in general depend on

using deep packet inspection for detecting attack vectors,

since the IDS signatures need to look for data patterns that

resemble known attack vectors in the payload data.

One could perhaps still argue that the Snort numbers

would not generalise to other IDSs, however this goes

beyond the main point: Signature-based intrusion detection

systems both can and will use DPI for identifying attacks.

There is therefore currently a big uncertainty on what

impact such surveillance has on privacy and confidential-

ity, since there is no transparency on what is being mea-

sured as well as no convincing way to audit whether the

surveillance is strictly necessary or not.

It should therefore be the computer security industry that

needs to convince the public that such surveillance indeed

is needed, and not vice versa. The public should have a

right to know what such surveillance entails, as well as

trustworthy evidence that such monitoring is being per-

formed according to a strict definition of need. The public

should also be assured that the data from such services are

being adequately protected, so that data is not being kept

longer than necessary and that only the necessary amount

of people can investigate possible security incidents. This

means that secure auditable logging routines as well as

privacy metrics are needed for such operations.

The effect of outsourcing security monitoring

Outsourcing security monitoring to MSS providers has

gained popularity for two main reasons. First, the cost of

providing 24 9 7 monitoring is only a fraction of what

such monitoring would cost in-house (Ding et al. 2005).

Second, MSS providers have in general got more experi-

ence in handling security incidents and more updated

monitoring technology, by specialising in this area, than

the average customer. A large client base also contributes

to service quality improvements because an MSS provider,

monitoring a large set of networks, easier can correlate

attacks and identify new attack patterns. They can also

share information about attacks and attack mitigation

strategies between its customers, which is one of the factors

that have been shown to reduce the risk of attacks from

adversaries (Schechter and Smith 2003). One concern firms

have when considering to outsource security services, is

that the MSS provider may shirk (avoid doing its duties)

secretly to increase profits. In economics this behaviour is

commonly referred to as the Moral Hazard problem. The

optimal way to avoid such behaviour on a contractual basis

is to use a performance-based contract, however the degree

of performance dependence may decrease if the reputation

effect becomes significant (Ding et al. 2005).

It should be noted that the Moral Hazard problem not

only is applicable to the security of the monitored data. It is

also applicable to the privacy and confidentiality of the

monitored data. Both in the sense of handling more private

and confidential information than strictly necessary and in

the sense of potentially leaking or abusing private or con-

fidential information. This does in the end mean that a

principal (here the customer of security services) should

require that both the security and privacy performance for

outsourced MSS should be part of a performance-based

contract with the MSS provider. This means that the MSS

provider should be accountable for both the privacy and

security part of the operation which means that suitable

performance metrics and activity logging procedures are

needed for both privacy and security, so that the perfor-

mance in these areas can be reported and audited if nec-

essary. This is in line with the 6. foundational Privacy by

Design principle, that the privacy-enhanced design must

ensure transparency (Cavoukian et al. 2010).

What is privacy?

Privacy is a broad concept that can have different meaning in

different contexts. Warren and Brandeis early on defined

privacy from a legal perspective as the right to be

let alone (Warren and Brandeis 1890). Other definitions

focus more on privacy as an intellectual property from a

utility perspective, where the data owner should be ensured

self determinism about private data (Samuelson 2000). This

amongst others means that the data owner must be able to

give and revoke consent to access private data (Cavoukian

et al. 2010). This has for example lead to actuarial models

that aim at estimating the perceived cost of privacy leakage

for insurance contracts (Gritzalis et al. 2007).

This paper considers privacy or confidentiality as an

intellectual property that has a subjective value by the

information owner, and therefore should be protected from

unnecessary disclosure. This furthermore means that access

to such information should be transparent and auditable.

How can privacy be improved?

One way to illustrate how technology can improve privacy

from a high level perspective is airport security. Many are

willing to trade some convenience and privacy for added

security. It is therefore accepted in our society that all

passengers undergo privacy-invasive security control

checks when travelling by airplanes to increase the per-

ceived safety. The privacy-invasive security controls aim at

reducing the possibility that adversaries, like terrorists or

psychologically unstable persons, bring weapons, explo-

sives or other dangerous items on board the airplane.
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There has been quite extensive research on more effi-

cient ways to detect hidden weapons on people. One effi-

cient technology, that recently has been deployed, is

backscatter X-ray scanners (Cavoukian 2009). These

scanners expose the person to be checked with small

amounts of X-ray radiation, and use the backscatter X-rays

to produce photo-quality images that can see through

clothes. This technology is used as an alternative to per-

sonal searches, since it easily can reveal hidden weapons. If

a suspicious item is detected, then the security officer will

perform a manual search to verify what the suspicious item

is.

This technology causes a privacy concern, since it

essentially shows a naked picture of the person being

scanned. Privacy enhancing technologies have therefore

been implemented to deal with this problem. The tech-

niques include using blurred pictures or stylistic images,

emphasising items that are not considered normal body

features. Such techniques mean that the privacy of all

people who are not being suspected of carrying illegal

items need not be violated, which limits the amount and

degree of privacy violations.

The Internet analogy of this is surveillance techniques like

IDS using deep packet inspection. This means that the MSS

provider effectively can see any cleartext traffic that triggers

IDS alarms between a customer performing a service on the

Internet and the service provider. There may therefore be a

conflict between the privacy and security objectives1 for

managed security services. However, a larger problem is the

lack of transparency on what is being monitored, and why.

My experience is that IDS rule sets being implemented are

typically considered company secrets by MSS providers—

partly because of the risk that an attacker may abuse this

information to attack customers of the MSS, and partly

because some rules may implement possibly privacy inva-

sive IT monitoring policies, for example monitoring use of

peer-to-peer traffic, if the IT policy disallows this. The net-

work owner may not want to reveal such monitoring prac-

tices, since such information would be considered sensitive

from a business or reputation perspective.

An important principle should be that the monitoring

invades privacy and confidentiality as little as possible for

normal, unsuspicious traffic. However, just like in the air-

port example, a more thorough investigation will be

required if suspicious Internet traffic is detected, to verify

whether the data traffic is hostile or not.

The decisions and actions security analysts perform

should be logged, regardless of whether the analyst decides

to investigate an event in detail or not, since this will provide

transparency on what is being investigated and why, both

from a security and privacy perspective. Such transparency

can be expected to be instrumental in improving the MSS

operation both from a work efficiency, attack detection and

privacy impact perspective, since it would allow identifying

and putting effort into mitigating bottlenecks, blind spots or

overly privacy invasive sides of the operation.

Information Leakages from Intrusion Detection

and Prevention Systems

The first question one perhaps should ask, is whether there

really is any significant leakage of private or confidential

information in IDS alarms from outsourced MSS? The

market leaders claim that false alarms is not a problem for

a properly managed IDS/IPS in their technical documen-

tation. However, a recent comparative analysis of com-

mercial IDS and IPS indicates that more than 92.85 % of

all IDS alarms on a campus network from a test bed of

seven different commercial IPS/ IDS products, tested over

a period of 2 years, are false alarms (Ho et al. 2012). Other

studies have also indicated that network monitoring tech-

nologies create a significant amount of false alarms (Al-

harby and Imai 2005). Some of the reason for this, is

applications that do not follow the protocol specifica-

tions (Ho et al. 2012).

Furthermore, around 91 % of the false alarms were not

related to security issues, but management policies, for

example that IDS rules were set up to identify peer-to-peer

(P2P) traffic, that was not allowed according to the IT

policy (Ho et al. 2012). One such example is the Snort rule

sid:1427 ‘‘MULTIMEDIA Windows Media download’’,

which is a broad IDS rule that matches download of any

windows media files via the web. This IDS rule is shown

below:

This IDS rule matches any HTTP response messages

originating from the external network and with destination

1 There will also be synergies between privacy enhancing technol-

ogies and security, as will be discussed later. Aiming for such

synergies is recommended by the 4. Privacy by Default principle,

which states that one should aim for a win-win situation between

privacy and security (Cavoukian et al. 2010).
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to any port on the home network. The rule triggers on a

case-insensitive regular expression on content matching the

Windows multimedia MIME types for wvx, wmx, wma,

wmv, wax, wmz and wmd files. The rule has class type

policy-violation which broadly means a violation of a

corporate IT policy. There are in total 720 such policy-

violation rules in the Snort ruleset at time of writing. These

policy rules are disabled by default in Snort, which is

commendable, however the mere presence of such rules

cause concern and uncertainty, since they may cause a

significant leakage of private or confidential information if

enabled. It is furthermore typically not possible to reveal

whether such IDS rules are enabled or not, since this is

considered business sensitive confidential information by

the MSS providers. Another problem is that Internet

applications do not follow the standards, and therefore may

trigger false alarms, for example on web-based IDS rules

that check for standards conformity (Ho et al. 2012).

A similar area is IDS rules for identifying web bugs.

Web bugs are objects that are embedded in a web page or

email that usually is invisible to the user, but allows for

checking whether a user has viewed the web page or email.

They can for example be implemented using one pixel

transparent GIF images or using Javascript.2 These web

bugs may in themselves be a risk for privacy and data

confidentiality, since they track who is reading an email or

web page when, and from where. However, in this case, the

good intention of security monitoring may be its own worst

enemy, because detecting privacy leaking web bugs using

intrusion detection systems may cause a significant privacy

leakage in itself. The reason for this is that IDS rules

trigging on web bug activity also may trigger on user

sessions referencing these web bugs. However, in this case

it should only be interesting from a security perspective to

detect the presence of web bugs. It should not in general be

necessary to view possibly privacy-leaking payload,

addresses or subsequent advertisements that these plugins

may cause, perhaps apart from a limited analysis of the

effect these web bugs have from a security or privacy

perspective.

It is in other words not difficult to show that intrusion

detection systems can be configured to leak information.

The evidence should rather be on computer security com-

panies to prove or certify that they do not violate privacy to

a greater extent than necessary when using current state-of-

the-art technology. The current large void on what indeed

is being monitored by computer security companies is the

big problem. Snort has for example 4,844 IDS rules

enabled by default (including proprietary binary rules) of a

palette of over 21,000 IDS rules. Similar numbers can be

expected for other commercial actors that use IDS rules

based on attack signatures. This is especially problematic

with respect to the large amount of possibly privacy-leak-

ing policy rules, that may or may not be enabled depending

on corporate IT policies—we neither know whether they

are being used or not, nor what they trigger on. One way to

elucidate this problem, would be to develop a metric that is

able to benchmark how privacy invasive a MSS operator is.

This would allow MSS operators to compete on merit, both

from a privacy and security perspective.

Furthermore, transparency and nonrepudiation is

important for ensuring auditability of activities on private

or confidential information, which means that secure log-

ging schemes are required to be able to prove who have

accessed the given information when. Anonymisation,

pseudonymisation or encryption are general techniques that

can be used to reduce the privacy impact in cases like this,

given that suitable metrics exist for identifying where, what

and how much sensitive information that leaks. Sensitive

parts of the data should then be anonymised, possibly using

a reversible anonymisation scheme based on a combination

of anonymisation and encryption, so that only authorised

stakeholders can access this information. At the same time,

access to such information should be logged to ensure

transparency and accountability.

Another risk is that the monitoring organisation may

not act morally right and abuse acquired knowledge from

private or confidential information. Corrupt insiders in the

monitoring organisation may for example sell private or

confidential information, extort the information owner or

use the information for their own advantage (Radianti and

Ulltveit-Moe 2008). A more recent concern is the risk of

radicalisation by insiders that have access to private or

confidential information, especially for critical infrastruc-

tures. One important principle here, is that the monitoring

organisations must be accountable and auditable for the

operations they do on private or confidential information.

This requires that techniques for ensuring transparency

and non-repudiation are built into the monitoring tech-

nologies, so that the monitoring organisation cannot deny

having processed given private or confidential

information.

A recent trend that is expected to be the next major

advance in attack detection, is to merge Big Data analytics

with IDS/IPS, so that all communication to or from a com-

pany can be stored and investigated over a time span of

months. An early example of this is the time machine (Maier

et al. 2008), which works in a similar way as a ‘‘Personal

Video Recorder’’ for network traffic, being able to store the

initial part of all network sessions. Now more powerful

cluster-based technologies like Apache Hadoop have been

combined with IDS technologies to log all network traffic in

real time, and at the same time perform near real-time attack

analysis on this traffic. An example of this is PacketPIG,2 Web bug definition: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Web_bug
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which is capable of storing all data from a 100Mbit/s link in

real-time for months on a 3Tb disk (Baker et al. 2012).

An advantage with such technologies, is that they allow

detecting some formerly unknown attacks (so-called zero-

day attacks) after the attack has happened, by performing a

retrospective IDS analysis on stored data. This approach

works under the assumption that the IDS is rechecking the

stored data using new attack signatures identified after the

data was logged. This improves the capabilities for per-

forming data forensics significantly. However, these tech-

niques also cause a concern both from a privacy and

transparency perspective, since the operation on such big

data is concealed in legal and commercial secrecy (Rich-

ards and King 2013). Another problem is that these tech-

niques normally detect and not deter attacks, since they are

based on data mining of past traffic. There is furthermore a

lack of mechanisms for protecting the privacy and confi-

dentiality when accessing these big data, as well as lack of

logging mechanisms for ensuring transparency and non-

reputability. Much of the reason for this, is that big data

based security analysis still is in its infancy.

Privacy and security interests compete on funding

Privacy-enhancing technologies should be used to allow

security monitoring being performed as precisely as pos-

sible, in order to minimise the privacy and confidentiality

impact of MSS operations. A challenge is that security

monitoring needs to be implemented within a commercial

organisation that mainly aims to maximise the profit for its

owners. This means that a customer of a MSS provider will

have a limited budget available for security investments. It

has for example been suggested that only a fraction of the

expected loss due to security breaches (max 37 %) should

be spent on security investments for a risk neutral

firm (Gordon and Loeb 2002). This also means that privacy

and security interests need to compete on the funding to

implement the best possible security and privacy handling.

There are in other words practical limits for how much

money and effort that a monitoring company should put into

both security and privacy to improve the service. This means

that solutions for enhancing the privacy should be readily

available, affordable and easy to configure, preferably over

existing services, to reduce the implementation costs for

adding privacy and confidentiality protection. There is

otherwise a risk that security interests may trump the privacy

interests given a limited budget. This is at the moment a major

hurdle, since technologies for privacy-enhanced security

monitoring are not yet readily available. Later a roadmap on

how this deficiency can be mitigated will be presented.

The monitoring organisation may also see synergies from

better privacy handling from an economic perspective, for

example if improved handling of private or confidential

information has side effects like reduced operating costs

from handling fewer false alarms, or better protection of

corporate secrets or personally identifiable information. This

is in-line with the 4. foundational Privacy by Design prin-

ciple (Cavoukian et al. 2010), since integrating privacy

enhancing technologies should aim at creating a win-

win situation by supporting both the privacy and security

objectives. In addition, improved privacy handling reduces

the risk of liabilities from privacy leakages, and it will

improve the trustworthiness for customers where privacy

and confidentiality is paramount. One example of such

customers is health institutions who, due to very strict pri-

vacy requirements, will not allow sensitive data to leave the

corporate network.

Measuring privacy

A Utilitarian way to describe the optimal utility level has

been proposed based on information theory (Sankar et al.

2010):

‘‘For a data source with private and public data and

desired utility level, maximum privacy for the private

data is achieved by minimising the information dis-

closure rate sufficiently to satisfy the desired utility

for the public data.’’

This implies that private or confidential information is

disseminated strictly on a need to know basis. An

advantage with this approach, is that it may be possible

to quantitatively analyse the optimal solution and compare

how close a real solution is to the optimal one, given that

some objective criteria or metrics for the information

disclosure rate are identified. Privacy metrics like differ-

ential privacy have been proposed as a method to quantify

the maximum privacy for a given level of utility for cases

where sensitive data in databases need to be sanitised, for

example by adding noise to blur the precision of given

data, while still maintaining important statistical qualities,

like the mean and standard deviation over a sufficiently

large sample (Dwork 2006).

A disadvantage with this model is that it does not

consider the semantics and therefore not the value of

revealed private data. Some data are typically considered

more sensitive and therefore also more valuable than

other. Econometric or actuarial models have been sug-

gested for modelling the cost of revealing data (Gritzalis

et al. 2007; Yannacopoulos et al. 2008). The practical

challenge with these economic models, is that it may be

difficult to get representative cost distributions, since

they are based on people’s subjective value of private

data.
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Estimating the value of privacy

I did some preliminary experiments as part of my research

where security analysts attempted to classify the privacy

leakage of IDS alarms. They found it very difficult to do

this. In many cases they found it hard to understand, or

even purely hypothetical, that the sampled IDS alarms even

would contain any significant information that was sensi-

tive from a privacy or confidentiality perspective. The

information they sampled, was after all open (i.e. not

encrypted/protected). This illustrates the well-known fact

that the perceived value of private information is highly

subjective (Gritzalis et al. 2007), so it is not given that the

valuation by security analysts, which are the only people

that have security clearance to access the IDS alarms,

would give a representative picture of the privacy leakage.

In practice, the only stakeholders that can give the correct

valuation of the privacy impact from IDS alarms, are the

users themselves. And it is in most cases not trivial and

also not desirable to connect the users to the underlying

data from a privacy perspective.

One possible way to get around this problem, to get

realistic measurements of the privacy impact may be the

following: Assume that the data controller compiles a top ten

list of the most privacy concerning information leakages, for

example from a given web service. The data controller then

needs to ask a representative random sample of users in an

anonymous poll, presented during use of the service, what

they think their privacy is worth in monetary value, given

that a security company may see how they used a given set of

web pages. The results from this poll could then be used to

estimate a privacy impact factor as a random variable for

each given information leakage.

It may however in practice not be feasible to do this,

because it would be difficult to get permission to do such an

experiment in an outsourced scenario where you would have

to consider the business concerns of both the MSS provider

and the service provider being monitored. It is hard enough to

get consent from the MSS provider to do research on IDS

data, and may be even harder to get consent from customers

of MSS services, due to concerns that such a detailed poll

would affect the reputation of the service being monitored.

This means that it will be challenging at best, maybe not even

possible, to get a representative cost distribution for the

privacy impact of the information leakages, not to mention

getting a representative cost distribution for an entire IDS

rule set consisting of several thousand rules. Furthermore,

privacy valuation is very sensitive to how the question is

framed (Acquisti et al. 2010).

Another challenge, is that the value of private data

changes over time, and may either increase or decrease

(Berthold and Böhme 2010). Privacy valuation has for

example been investigated based on option pricing theory,

where the self-information of a private data item is simu-

lated over time using a stochastic random walk (Berthold

and Böhme 2010). It is however hard to predict whether the

value of private information will increase or decrease in

value over time, except in trivial cases. One such example

is linkability between targeted advertisements (e.g. from

doubleclick.net). Such targeted advertisements may be

problematic from a privacy perspective, since they may

reveal personal preferences, however these advertisements

also typically time out after a relatively short period,

meaning that the information after this becomes worthless.

How to measure privacy leakage

The discussion in the previous section indicates that is is

better to focus on measuring information leakage in IDS

alarms based on objective criteria which correlate with the

disclosure rate of sensitive information, for example based

on Shannon entropy (Shannon 1948), rather than doing

detailed privacy valuation analysis.

A privacy leakage metric for IDS, founded on the theory

of quantitative information flow analysis (Smith 2009,

2011) and Shannon entropy is proposed in (Ulltveit-Moe

and Oleshchuk 2013). This metric is from a high-level

perspective based on measuring the entropy standard

deviation around each attack vector cluster an IDS rule

appears to match. Qualitative analysis of attack vector

behaviour and quantitative simulations have verified that

this could be a good model of information leakage from

IDS rules.3

Fig. 1 Privacy leakage map for Snort IDS rule 1:1394 detecting NOP

sled based buffer overflow attacks

3 The detailed theory behind this metric is considered beyond the

scope of this paper, but interested readers can read the full paper

here (Ulltveit-Moe and Oleshchuk 2013).
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Figure 1 illustrates how this privacy leakage metric can

be used for analysing where information leaks in the pay-

load of an IDS alarm are, as well as analysing what this

information means. The privacy leakage map is based on

IDS alarms from my own test network and are only valid

for the given measurement data. The figure does however

illustrate how the concept for measuring privacy leakage

works. The IDS alarm with SID 1:1394 ‘‘Shellcode x86

NOP’’ aims at detecting the NOP sled, which malware uses

to overwrite the stack of the attacked system, in order to

exploit a vulnerability. This IDS rule is very simple, and

triggers on a sequence of at least 31 ‘A’ characters. It is

well known that this IDS rule is overly broad and has a

large number of false alarms.4 This rule shows significant

information leakage up to around 1,400 octets, where it

drops step-wise off. Investigations of the data shows that

data cluster 1 triggers on random web traffic, for example

HTTP response and Set-cookie: messages from various

web sites. This is obviously false alarms, and is problem-

atic from a privacy perspective, since it reveals user

behaviour. Cluster 2 matches packets with only ‘A’ char-

acters. These have zero variance and are least concerning

from a privacy perspective, since they precisely match the

attack definition in the IDS rule. This illustrates a type of

broad IDS rules that have poor attack detection capabilities

and therefore may create a lot of false alarms. This and

similar IDS rules would benefit from improving the attack

detection pattern to be more specific, which would both

reduce the number of false alarms as well as reduce the

information leakage from the IDS rule, thereby improving

the rule from a privacy perspective. This IDS rule is dis-

abled in newer versions of the Snort ruleset, since it has

low utility from a security perspective. It can also be

observed that another way to reduce the information

leakage is to encrypt or anonymise the information, which

would reduce entropy variance and therefore also the

measured privacy leakage to an insignificant level (Ullt-

veit-Moe and Oleshchuk 2013).

This privacy leakage metric furthermore allows a data

controller to set an impact value on given data, based on

the perceived sensitivity of the data. This is not an exact

valuation of the private data, however it can be useful to

weigh up data that clearly is more sensitive from a privacy

or confidentiality perspective, for example confidential or

graded information. It can also be used to reduce the

impact of data that by investigation clearly has no or little

value from a privacy or confidentiality perspective. This is

a simplistic approach similar to what is common in risk

analysis. The metric furthermore uses Expectation Maxi-

misation-based clustering, based on the solutions in (Cord

et al. 2006; Figueiredo and Jain 2002), for identifying

attack vector clusters that the IDS alarms trigger on

(Ulltveit-Moe and Oleshchuk 2013). This is a metric that

can be used for measuring privacy leakage in IDS alarms.

The metric is also useful in other scenarios, for example for

verifying correct enforcement of a privacy policy, since an

effective privacy policy will cause a reduction in measured

entropy standard deviation for the data elements the ano-

nymisation policy operates on.

Attack prevention or surveillance, which is better?

Intrusion Prevention Systems (IPS) is a network monitor-

ing technology that extends IDS with the possibility to

automatically enforce a computer security policy. A

question is then: when is it acceptable from an ethical/

moral perspective to automatically enforce a computer

security policy, and are there any cases where it can be

considered better to automatically enforce the policy than

to use traditional monitoring techniques like IDS? A rela-

ted question is whether blocking of undesirable content is

more acceptable than surveillance covering use of unde-

sirable content?

In general, IPS, firewalls and IDS may all leave electronic

evidence in the form of system logs or alerts sent to a central

security operations centre. It is possible to define rules that

enforce a security policy without leaving electronic traces,

however this is not common to do. The reason is that system

logs are useful to detect and improve rules that perform

poorly or incorrectly. It can also be useful to verify correct

system operation, as well as for correlating different alerts in

order to infer attacks with greater confidence.

Logging of what is being monitored may also be

important for accountability, to audit what is being moni-

tored either by the network owner or by third party quality

certification organisations. It should however be noted that

such logs also may contain private or confidential infor-

mation. They should therefore be cryptographically pro-

tected both against unauthorised modifications by the MSS

provider as well as against external attacks, and should use

privacy enhancing technologies, for example anonymisa-

tion or pseudonymisation, to avoid showing private or

confidential information in cleartext to unauthorised per-

sonnel. Since IPS rules typically perform automated

actions, then there should normally not be a need to view

detailed information from such events in cleartext. IPS

alerts should therefore be suitable candidates for anonym-

isation or pseudonymisation.

A problem with automatic enforcement using IPS, is

however that monitoring rules typically are neither perfect,

meaning that false alarms may occur, nor complete,

meaning that the rule is not able to catch all attacks (Flegel

2007). This means that using an IPS causes a risk that some4 See: http://www.snort.org/search/sid/1394
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legitimate traffic also will be denied. On the other hand,

one should not be complacent because of having an IPS

implemented, since the rule definitions typically are not

complete, and may not detect all attack scenarios.

A common way for IPSs to enforce preventive actions,

is to block traffic from the attacker either permanently or

for a given time interval. This can be problematic both

from an ethical and business perspective since it may cause

benign traffic to be blocked out. There is also a risk of

targeted Denial of Service attacks against the IPS or fire-

wall if the adversary uses forged attack traffic to disrepu-

diate a given user or to block the entire service. This shows

that automatic filtering blocking attack traffic that matches

given rules can be problematic from both an ethical,

business and security perspective, although it clearly is

more cost effective than manual 24x7 monitoring of IDS

alerts. It is also more efficient since it actually may prevent

an ongoing attack, given that the IPS is sufficiently fast and

precise to detect and deter the attack vector without

harming innocent third parties.

A somewhat related area, is permanent blacklisting of

traffic from certain hosts assumed under control by

adversaries, or even censorship of web sites providing

content that in a given legislation is deemed illegal. Is

automatic enforcement of security policies, for example via

rules that deny access to certain on-line resources in this

case more acceptable than security monitoring? Is it for

example worse to block inappropriate web sites or web

sites that may be risky from a security perspective, than if

humans investigate such events? This is a discussion on

censorship versus surveillance—which one is better or

worse. Content filtering is cheaper and may be a better

choice from a purely economical perspective, however one

may risk liabilities from legitimate users and customers

whose service has been interrupted. The other extreme, is

whitelisting where only traffic between approved entities is

allowed. Such approaches may be useful in certain sce-

narios, for example for controlling access to critical

infrastructures.

Content filtering can be considered better from a privacy

perspective provided that IPS alarms are properly anony-

mised. However it is not necessarily better from an anti-

censorship/free speech perspective. Knowing that systems

in general log what is being filtered means that it can be

discussed whether content filtering is a good argument

from a privacy perspective, although it certainly is possible

to create IPS rules that either anonymise or encrypt sen-

sitive information or do not log any information at all.

Also, a censored environment may give a deceptive per-

ception of reality, something that is morally questionable.

Content filtering using IPS or firewall technologies is in

other words useful and can be morally acceptable if used

against attack scenarios, provided that the MSS provider

aims at minimising the harm from both a privacy and

freedom of speech perspective, as well as avoiding harm

for innocent third parties. However a potential risk is that

the IPS may be vulnerable to denial of service attacks.

A roadmap towards improved privacy for managed

security services

The roadmap describes what is needed to reduce the pri-

vacy problems of outsourced monitoring using intrusion

detection systems. There will need to be interaction

between different stakeholders, public authorities and

policy makers in order to improve privacy for managed

security services.

Figure 2 shows a roadmap for how privacy-enhanced

intrusion detection systems can be made reality. The

approach for achieving this is based on a technology

development process. It starts with policymakers funding

research projects that subsequently can implement the

necessary technologies and methodology in several itera-

tions. Early adopters, for example critical infrastructures

and hospitals, can then start using the technology, and their

experiences from using privacy-enhanced IDS can be used

as input to a standardised measurement methodology with

supporting technologies for measuring and reducing pri-

vacy leakage. When technology and appropriate standards

are in place, then policymakers can consider amending

existing legislation to favour or require privacy-enhanced

operation. This in turn would lead to commercialisation

and general deployment of privacy-enhanced IDS services.

Details on how this can be achieved is discussed in the

subsequent subsections.

Research programmes for privacy-enhanced

surveillance techniques

Research programmes supporting the development of pri-

vacy-enhanced IDS are needed to develop the necessary

technical and methodological foundations. Policymakers in

both EU and US have announced research programmes that

fund research on such privacy enhancing technologies. The

National Science Foundation for example funds research

on policy driven frameworks for online privacy protection

and privacy-aware information release control which may

be relevant for privacy enhanced intrusion detection sys-

tems (National Science Foundation 2014). The EU seventh

research programme had strong focus on privacy in the

Security programme, and the Horizon 2020 programme

extends this by supporting privacy and security as cross-

disciplinary concerns (European Communities 2014).

There is in other words a significant amount of research

funding available for research on privacy-enhancing
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technologies, showing that policymakers have commitment

for making such services a reality.

Research on privacy-enhanced security operations

Privacy-enhanced IDS was a popular research area some

years ago, however it seems to have lost some momentum.

Some of the reason for this may be that it is difficult to do

research on IDS due to lack of realistic data sets (Tavallaee

et al. 2009). It is furthermore very difficult to do research

on real security operations, since these typically require

high security vetting. It may also be a challenge to publish

research findings, since these first will need to be checked

and declassified before they can be published.

Currently a limitation is that technologies for supporting

privacy-enhanced operation and suitable privacy metrics

are not readily available. This means that technology

investment costs initially will be high for such projects,

and the incentive for using such technologies low, since

existing legislation in most cases does not mandate using

them. This can be mitigated by developing the necessary

privacy-enhancing technologies as part of research pro-

jects. Such research projects could develop the necessary

privacy leakage metrics and measurement methodology

based on existing best practices like privacy impact

assessments and the Privacy by Design requirements. It is

important that this research provides solutions that are

efficient and usable and can be integrated with or retro-

fitted on existing monitoring technologies, in order to

lower the threshold and costs for adopting these new

technologies.

Privacy leakage metrics are needed for quantifying how

much private or confidential information that is leaking,

where these leakages occur and for identifying what this

information means. This is required to support a continuous

improvement process according to the well-known Plan Do

Check Act method of improvement (Moen et al. 1999), in

order to gradually improve privacy protection of security

monitoring techniques over time. Research on suitable

metrics for detecting the primary privacy leakages should,

due to the lack of realistic test data, initially be based on

theoretical models verified via simulations as a first step

towards making privacy leakages measurable (Ulltveit-

Moe and Oleshchuk 2013). It may at a later stage be pos-

sible to verify how well these models work in a realistic

environment when privacy-enhanced IDS has been com-

mercialised and more widely deployed. This essentially

means defining a gold standard for privacy leakage mea-

surements, that at a later point could be modified or

adjusted if research shows that it has problematic biases.

We have suggested one such gold standard based on the

Fig. 2 High-level roadmap for

implementing privacy-enhanced

intrusion detection services
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standard deviation of Shannon entropy (Ulltveit-Moe and

Oleshchuk 2013).

The research on suitable metrics for detecting privacy

leakages would need to be paralleled by research on pri-

vacy-aware information release control, so that only au-

thorised stakeholders can access sensitive information

during security operations while at the same time ensuring

transparency, accountability and nonrepudability for such

transactions.

Management of privacy policies should be done using

an overarching methodology. Such policies will typically

be defined after a privacy and security impact assessment,

which identifies the data elements and services that need to

be protected. The privacy impact assessment may also

identify under which conditions data are sensitive, for

example if an identifiable subset of IDS alarms should be

anonymised. The privacy policy should also support giving

different stakeholders access to different parts of the pri-

vate or confidential information according to their needs.

This means that the privacy enforcement solution should

support multi-level security. It should also allow defining

both default PERMIT privacy policies, where any infor-

mation that is explicitly being authorised may be anony-

mised, and default DENY policies, which by default

anonymise all information, and where selected information

deemed safe from a privacy or confidentiality perspective

subsequently can be declassified. The latter allows for

supporting Privacy by Default according to the Privacy by

Design principles (Cavoukian et al. 2010).

The technologies and methodology for privacy

enhanced intrusion detection produced by research projects

should subsequently be demonstrated and tested in realistic

conditions, in order to ensure that both the technologies

and methodology work as expected.

Iterations to increase scope and functionality

The research should start by implementing the core func-

tionality required to achieve privacy-enhanced IDS. When

this functionality works, then other functions can be added,

for example:

• Adding privacy enhancing technologies to digital

forensic interfaces;

• Secure logging to support transparency and nonrepudi-

ation of actions and transactions from privacy-

enhanced IDS;

• Improving performance of the privacy enhancing

technologies, to increase the alarm handling capacity

of anonymisers and deanonymisers and reduce latency;

• Privacy-enhanced alarm correlation systems, effec-

tively implementing higher-order intrusion detection

systems;

• Protecting information about threats exchanged

between partner organisations. This allows sensitive

threat information to be anonymised, however a trusted

service may be allowed to deanonymise and operate on

certain parts of this information;

• Private or confidential information can furthermore be

protected using homomorphic encryption or similar

techniques, to allow certain operations on encrypted

data in a similar way as CryptDB does (Popa et al.

2011);

• Adding privacy protection to big data analytics based

IDS and data forensics solutions;

• Furthermore, privacy leakage measurements should

consider the anonymity set of the underlying data using

metrics like k-anonymity or l-diversity (Sweeney 2002;

Ciriani et al. 2007; Machanavajjhala et al. 2007), in

order to reduce the risk that data mining based on

publicly known information could be used to deanon-

ymise sensitive data.

Achieving a reasonable coverage of all this functionality

would be a long term goal. The short term goal would be to

start by implementing the core functionality (privacy-

enhanced alarm handling) first, and then extend the tech-

nology to cover other use cases later. This means that the

technology and methodology should be designed to be

general and extensible.

Early adopters of privacy-enhanced IDS

As the technology matures, then it will be possible for first

movers, for example within the health sector or critical

infrastructures, to try out the privacy-enhanced technolo-

gies and techniques as illustrated in Fig. 3. First movers

should be able to try out the technologies 1–3 years after

the research projects have concluded. This could also spark

commercial interest for the privacy-enhanced technology

by privacy-conscious MSS operators that want to market

improved handling of private and confidential information

as an added value. Having the privacy-enhanced techniques

freely available as Open Source software will lower the

threshold for adopting such services, and may also be used

to improve the tools and techniques as a community effort.

It is also important to increase public awareness about

the privacy-enhancing technologies, once they are ready

for market, in order to capitalise on the public opinion’s

scepticism against surveillance techniques. It would on the

other hand also be necessary to work on reducing the

scepticism and barriers for adopting privacy-enhancing

technologies by commercial managed security service

providers. The latter can probably best be mitigated by

providing a solution that is easy to use and which integrates

well with existing systems. Such a solution should also
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demonstrate the possible synergies that can be achieved

between privacy and security objectives, in order to con-

vince MSS providers that there is a real benefit—also from

a security perspective from using such technologies. There

are already legal incentives for using such technologies in

some areas, for example for health institutions or critical

infrastructures which by definition handle confidential

information. This means that there already probably is a

market for privacy-enhanced intrusion detection systems,

although it currently is not very large.

Standardisation

The technologies and methodology should be standardised

once good technical solutions have been identified by the

research projects and early adopters. Standardisation should

include templates for incentive-compatible service level

agreements that consider both the security and privacy/

confidentiality side of the operation. To increase the adop-

tion rate, the standards should preferably be open and

available at no cost, to reduce the risk that privacy-enhanced

technologies are not being adopted by vendors for cost or IPR

reasons. Research projects can provide the inception for

technologies that later can be standardised by standardisation

organisations in order to provide both technologies and pri-

vacy leakage measurement methodologies that are open,

repeatable and consistent over time. Such standardisation

activities may take long time, depending on how conflicting

the interests between different commercial vendors are.

Legal requirements

When the technology and measurement methodology is in

place, then policymakers should support the technological

advancements in privacy enhancing technologies for

monitoring technologies with legal regulations or directives

that mandate use of such technologies. This means that trans-

parency and nonrepudability of actions on private or confi-

dential information can be supported by outsourced Security

Operations Centres. It will necessary take time (several years)

until such regulations can be enforced, since the security

industry will need time to adapt to the new legal requirements.

General deployment

Once the technology has matured and has been standard-

ised and incorporated into commercial products, then it

will be possible to deploy privacy-enhanced intrusion

detection systems on a larger scale, as mandated by

updated laws and regulations. This is when the general

public can be expected to benefit from such privacy-

enhanced intrusion detection services.

Conclusion

This paper does an analysis of ethical and privacy issues

related to outsourced managed security services based on

intrusion detection systems. The analysis shows that there

may be a significant risk of such systems leaking private or

confidential information, especially in scenarios where

managed security services have been outsourced. The lack

of quantitative metrics for identifying privacy leakage in

such systems, together with the veil of secrecy due to

operating on information that is graded, means that it

currently is not possible to quantify this privacy leakage

risk in a repeatable, comparable and coherent way. This

means that it currently is not possible to compare managed

security services on how good they are from a privacy

perspective, it is only possible to quantify the security side

Fig. 3 Critical infrastructures like the health and transport sector could be early adopters that may benefit from using privacy-enhanced intrusion

detection systems
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of the operation in the form of number of detected attacks,

and possibly also the false alarm rate.

An effect of this, is that privacy currently is considered a

non-issue in commercial intrusion detection systems, unless

such technologies are used in sectors where extra precaution

is needed, for example for health institutions or critical

infrastructures. In these cases privacy handling is attempted

introduced as an afterthought, for example by using tech-

niques like thin clients for monitoring IDS data inside the

hospital or critical infrastructure in an attempt to avoid that

sensitive data leaves the hospital perimeter. This strategy has

obvious limitations since it lacks transparency and

accountability on who have accessed which private or con-

fidential information when. The current technology also

lacks privacy enforcement mechanisms and metrics for

identifying and limiting leakage of private or confidential

information over time.

The paper has proposed a roadmap on how these issues

can be mitigated by developing suitable privacy enforcement

mechanisms in combination with a gold standard for privacy

leakage measurements that is able to quantify how much

information that is leaking, where these leakages are and

what these information leakages mean. This gives the data

controller a much more fine-grained mechanism for mea-

suring and controlling privacy leakages, so that they can be

reduced to an acceptable level over time. The privacy leak-

age metric would allow comparing managed security service

providers on equal terms from a privacy perspective without

revealing any sensitive operational details. The roadmap

shows that it should be feasible to implement the necessary

technologies and methodology required to enforce privacy

control for managed security services. If the privacy

enforcement mechanisms and privacy leakage metrics sub-

sequently are standardised, then this opens up for stronger

privacy protection also from a legal perspective in the future,

since managed security services then would be auditable to a

much larger extent than they are today. This would allow

managed security service providers to compete on merit both

from a privacy and security perspective.
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